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IoT Challenges 

The IoT market has huge potential for generating business value. But businesses are finding it 
much harder to succeed with their IoT ventures than expected.

The IoT ecosystem is complex. The challenges for devices, applications and connectivity are 
daunting. Understanding the technical issues, navigating through options and negotiating 
agreements with multiple suppliers all take time, money and energy away from achieving the 
business goals. 

The key IoT challenges are:

Robust, well-designed devices

Secure and scalable data ingestion

Global, ubiquitous connectivity

Simplified and unified  
management and administration

Your devices should connect  
anywhere, and securely provide the 
cardinal data needed for your IoT 
business case to be successful.

Secure transfer of data to your  
private or public cloud platform  
and enterprise tools. Your solution 
must scale to manage the  
ever-increasing volumes of data as 
your IoT estate grows.

Your solution should provide reliable, 
secure connectivity that overcomes 
any international or local restrictions 
(e.g. permanent roaming) and  
provide near 100% the device  
availability to achieve your  
business case.

Your solution should provide a  
unified approach to management 
and administration of your device  
estate that reduces your  
management overhead so that  
you can focus on your business goals, 
however many thousands of devices 
you have.
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Eseye: solving 
the key global 
IoT challenges

From its inception in 2007, Eseye had the foresight to create 
a future-proofed IoT connectivity platform and solution built 
to last. Acknowledging the importance of device design and 
configuration, it also acquired a hardware business (Dataflex) in 2013. 
Today, this combined solution and expertise have helped to deliver over 
200 unique IoT device design projects and provides connectivity to more 
than 2,000 customers globally.

Eseye’s unique V-MNO solution is the product of over 13 years’ innovation and experience 
designing and delivering IoT connectivity solutions, alongside managed services and IoT 
hardware to customers worldwide.

With a single platform for global IoT connectivity, Eseye offers an agnostic IoT hardware  
and connectivity service from idea to outcome. This includes having an abstracted virtual 
mobile network that sits above any mobile network operator to provide high levels of 
connectivity service provision. With extensive expertise in design and configuration, Eseye 
provides a zero-touch out-of-the-box IoT-enabled solution as a service to any device anywhere 
in the world.

Our global ecosystem of technology and solution partners enables efficient and secure data 
integration and policy management – whether this is via a private cloud or a public cloud 
service, such as AWS or Azure.

IoT device design 
and optimisation

Global, ubiquitous 
connectivity 

Data integration 
and policy 
management 

1 2 3
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How Eseye solves the key IoT challenges: 

Easy device 
design and  

configuration

QUICK START IOT 
DEVICES – ZERO 

TOUCH AUTOMATIC
CONNECTIVITY

Global,  
unbiquitous 
connectivity

ANYNET+ SIM AND 
CONNECTIVITY 

PLATFORM DELIVERS
>99% GLOBAL

CONNECTIVITY

Secure data 
ingestion into 

cloud

INTEGRATION WITH
AWS AND AZURE

INCREASES VISIBILITY
AND ENABLES IOT

SERVICES

Easy device 
management & 
administration

1 MANAGEMENT
PLATFORM,  

1 PRICE FOR GLOBAL
CONNECTIVITY,  

1 SUPPORT 
CONTRACT AND 1 BILL

PLUG ‘N’ PLAY  
CONNECTIVITY

COVERAGE  
ANYWHERE

POWERS AI AND 
ANALYTICS

REDUCES  
RESOURCE COST
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AnyNet+ SIM

AnyNet Federation

AnyNet Cloud

AnyNet Active Management

AnyNet Hardware

AnyNet Integrate

AnyNet Connectivity

• eUICC+ SIM technology
• Multi-IMSI solution (up to 10 IMSIs  

pre-loaded) with over-the-air (OTA) 
updates

• Localisation and roaming

• Global alliance of leading mobile  
network operators

• Agreements to localise network traffic to 
alliance members

• Integration with private or public cloud 
services (including AWS, Azure and 
Google)

• Enables data analytics, security and 
device management

• Dedicated Service Delivery Team
• Proactive device status monitoring and 

network switching
• Optional enhanced Service Desk SLAs

• IoT Hardware with embedded 
AnyNet SIM (e.g. HERA 600 series router)

• AnyNet SIM and Connectivity solution 
embedded into a 3rd party IoT device

• Integrate with ERP, Data Analytics and 
other Enterprise Apps via a REST API

• Visibility of IoT device status and 
behaviour across Enterprise Apps

• Proprietary Platform as a Service (PaaS) 
Connectivity Management Platform 
(CMP)

• Network-level dynamic switching 
capabilities

• Private APN, Secure Data Provisioning
• Complete ownership of the SM-SR

The following sections 
provide more detail about 
Eseye’s solutions

Eseye delivers this through several unique technology solutions and service propositions, delivered 
by our experienced global teams and partner network. 
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AnyNet+ SIM
Not all SIM cards are the same

Choose from global range of IMSIsMulti-profile, intelligent SIM

• Load up to 10 IMSI profiles  
on each SIM

• SIM auto-switches IMSI 
dynamically on any loss of 
connectivity

• eUICC+ capability delivers  
advanced profile management

• IMSIs from up to 10 global 
operators

• Load new profiles to SIM  
over-the-air

• Manage profiles post-
deployment

• Dynamic on SIM  
or over-the-air 
network switching

• Redundant multi-
carrier network

• Delivered from 
single platform

• Able to deliver  
>98% connectivity

• Flexible and future 
proofed solution

–

The new SIM card standard, eUICC, was designed primarily with consumer cellular  
devices in mind.  This works well when adding a SIM card into an existing family consumer 
plan; however, the risks associated with transferring the service in an IoT device should not  
be underestimated.   

For example, after a network or profile switch, if the device is not within coverage of the new 
network, there is a high risk of losing connectivity. A standard eUICC approach will not offer 
the ability to ‘fallback’ to the original profile.  

For consumer devices with an irregular network switching requirement, which is usually  
based on a contracted term (such as 12 or 24 months), being able to switch once per device 
may be acceptable.  But Eseye’s experience has shown that this approach doesn’t meet the 
needs of large-scale commercial IoT deployments.  

Eseye’s unique multi-IMSI SIM technology was developed in close collaboration with two 
of the three major SIM card manufacturers. It allows for dynamic and seamless switching 
between network profiles and is fully eUICC compliant. 
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Eseye’s AnyNet SIM contains multiple Tier 1 MNO multi-IMSI bootstraps and Step2 profiles. 
Customised algorithms within the SIM card dynamically select the right profile to deliver  
the best service. This allows Eseye to deliver connectivity anywhere in the world with 
complete assurance and reliability. These can be pre-loaded to the SIM or downloaded  
over the air post-deployment.  

This allows us to update the SIM post-deployment with the correct profile (IMSI) for whatever 
location it is deployed in. Coupled with our proprietary Connectivity Management Platform 
(CMP), we can automatically switch between different service providers OTA to ensure the 
highest levels of availability (>99%) – higher than any single MNO proprietary solution or 
standard eUICC solution from other IoT connectivity providers.
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Eseye’s SM-SR capability

The diagram overleaf shows Eseye’s advanced approach to eUICC. Eseye has designed the 
bootstrap profile to include multiple IMSIs. This is important as a single IMSI bootstrap will 
be unable to provide global coverage across all networks and thereby increases the risk that 
some devices will be unable to connect at deployment.  For resiliency, the AnyNet+ SIM card 
can automatically switch between IMSIs if an individual IMSI is unable to deliver service. 

The diagram also shows how a local profile can be loaded OTA (to the Step 2 profile) using the 
standard GSMA Specifications. Eseye calls this process localisation. 

In the case of Eseye’s approach to eUICC, not only is there a fully flexible provision for network 
fallback (via multiple Tier 1 IMSI bootstraps) but also two-way interchange between the 
bootstrap and the step 2 profile (which localises the network) to 
robustly enable the fallback capability. Critically Eseye also 
offers its own single Subscription Management 
Secure Routing (SM-SR) capability which is 
the key to global IoT success.

–
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The SM-SR securely delivers the encrypted operator credentials to the SIM and then, once 
the credentials are installed, remotely manages the SIM thereafter (i.e. enable, disable and 
delete the credentials as necessary during the product’s lifetime). Many eUICC SIM providers, 
when there is a change of operator profile, may also need to move the management of that 
group of eUICCs to another SM-SR operated by the different MNO. This SM-SR swap incurs 
additional operational risk when transferring the group of eUICCs using a defined SM-SR swap 
procedure, and the negotiation of new cryptographic keys with each eUICC received by the 
new SM-SR. Such a transfer also removes any bootstrap and fallback profiles.

As Eseye operates its own SM-SR, we manage the entire profile transfer process between 
MNOs to provide a seamless global connectivity solution to our customers. Reducing the 
administrative overhead associated with SM-SR management and changes between MNOs 
(as per the standard model) enables Eseye to switch networks quickly and effectively to 
provide greater uptime, device performance and value for customers. Critically, the insurance 
options for fallback and bootstrap connectivity are maintained, providing additional peace of 
mind for customers should their devices need to revert to a previous operator profile.

• Multiple bootstrap 
profiles can be 
loaded to the SIM

• New IMSI profiles 
can be loaded to 
SIM OTA

• SIM can dynamically 
switch between 
Step2 and Bootstrap 
profiles

The Outcome
• Single global 

platform

• Single management 

• Single invoice

• Single support

ESEYE EUICC

MNO1

MNO1

MNO3 MNO2

MNO2
Bootstrap Bootstrap

CUSTOMER CUSTOMER

Standard eUICC

Step 2: Localisation

MN02 SM-SR

MN02 SM-SR

MN01 SM-SR MN02 SM-SR

MNO4
Step 2: Localisation

ESEYE  
SINGLE SM-SR

OTA MSI Switching
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The Eseye Connectivity  
Management Platform (CMP)
The Connectivity Management Platform (CMP) is a single global 

application platform designed, built and managed by Eseye.  

The CMP has been built to process the feeds Eseye receive from the integration with the 
multiple global MNOs used (see AnyNet Federation). The CMP can then trigger activities 
including provisioning requests on the MNO Home Location Register (HLR) or Home 
Subscriber Server (HSS), which is the main database of permanent subscriber information for a 
mobile network or communicating with each AnyNet enabled device using the OTA Platform. 

This delivers an additional level of real-time connection management using stored historical 
data. This management into each device acts in conjunction with the rotational capabilities 
of the AnyNet+ SIM.  Together this combination of SIM level switching, control via CMP rules 
(both automatic and manually triggered) and the broad range of MNO interconnects to 
delivers near 100% carrier-agnostic global connectivity. 

The dynamic nature of the switching supports our method of reporting from the network as 
a single global platform and means that we can deliver a global unified billing, support and 
management capability direct from our platform to the customer. The high-level architecture 
diagram is shown above.

–

A SINGLE GLOBAL 
PLATFORM FOR

SECURITY

SUPPORT

MANAGEMENT & 
BILLING

IMSI Profile 
Management  
SM-SR mgmt

OTA

Interconnects MNO

Eseye Connectivity Management Platform (CMP)

MNO MNOMNO MNO MNO

Roaming  
Options



To allow our customers the benefit of localisation without requiring the migration of the SIM 
management to a local MNO, Eseye has invested heavily in the infrastructure needed to fully 
manage an eUICC-compliant SIM through the entire lifecycle.  AnyNet Federation operator 
partners provide the localisation profiles needed around the world, supported by Eseye’s 
Connectivity Management Platform (CMP).

The diagram below shows the partners whom we have direct interconnects with. These 
networks have come together with Eseye to provide the highest level of coverage globally 
and allow devices to meet data sovereignty and regulatory requirements through Eseye’s 
localisation process.  

Combining both localisation and roaming partners, Eseye has access to over 700+ networks 
globally, with multiple operators covering 190 countries. 

For example, in the US, Eseye can offer connections on Verizon, AT&T, T-Mobile and Sprint.  
If the localisation partner has a measurable connectivity reduction, we can automatically 
switch our customer’s devices to another network using the roaming agreements that form 
part of the 700+ networks mentioned above. 
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The AnyNet Federation–
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The table below highlights an example of our current approach in the US. In this case, 
our AnyNet+ SIM contains three bootstrap/roaming profiles, meaning we can access the 
roaming agreements across all the operators.

This same principle and approach apply in all regions and countries globally, therefore 
providing a greater connectivity footprint than any single MNO. For many organisations, this 
becomes increasingly relevant as deployments are expanded globally.   

As more carriers join the AnyNet Federation, Eseye can provide new profiles dynamically 
(OTA) into the SIM. This means we can localise the data onto those networks to any device 
equipped with the AnyNet+ SIM through OTA switching. However, a profile is only local if 
it is a SIM profile provided by the local carrier and only uses their infrastructure. Otherwise, 
the SIM is classed as roaming.  Roaming was designed for use typically by consumers 
going on vacation for a short time who needed to still use their phone and crucially not for 
commercial IoT use cases. 

The key here is that the modem inside the device selects the network, and if the preferred 
network is unavailable, the modem can select another available network.  Eseye uses this 
approach and unique algorithms in the Connection Management Platform to ensure the 
highest possible levels of connectivity. 

Ultimately, Eseye has built a global mobile network 

alliance that offers the widest range of interconnects 

and provides the most comprehensive localisation 

strategy available in the IoT market today.  

B O O T S T R A P  /  R O A M I N G L O C A L I S AT I O N

Profile 1

Profile 2

Profile 3
+ Other 
   Regional

+ Other Regional

+ Other Regional
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The importance 
of localisation

Eseye established the AnyNet Federation 
because we recognised many years ago the 
criticality of localisation capabilities for global 
IoT deployments to maximise device availability 
and minimise future customer risk. Localisation, 
IMSI switching and Preference steering / LoCI 
update commands are all sent as data files or 
instructions OTA to the SIM card using Eseye’s unique 
CMP.  Business-defined rules enable Eseye to manage 
the device over its lifetime: changing profiles, networks 
and being able to add new profiles as necessary.  

A managed blend of roaming and localisation is important 
because a local connection, if available, is inherently preferable 
to a roaming connection. It will ensure compliance with local data 
sovereignty requirements, while reducing any exposure to changes in 
attitude towards permanent roaming. A significant benefit from traditional 
roaming is that as new Radio Access Technologies (RAT) types are made available 
to MNO networks, these RATs are restricted initially to localised devices over roaming 
devices. 

Key to the localisation activity is the Eseye Connectivity Management Platform (CMP). This 
ensures that the device will be localised when the performance of the device indicates that 
the network location coverage has changed and is permitting the device from operating 
effectively. Should the localisation partner be unable to offer service, the algorithm in the SIM 
reverts to a profile that will permit roaming across other networks.   
 
 
 
 
 

–
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To summarise, the key benefits of localisation are:

Localisation avoids the issue that has arisen due to regulators stipulating rules around ‘data 
sovereignty’ or ‘Permanent Roaming’ in various countries. This is fast-growing global trend  
and something that organisations need to consider as a business risk when evaluating 
solutions that only work on global roaming SIMs, as devices may be forced off networks at 
considerable additional cost and incurring downtime. 

This has been driven by two things: firstly an increase in local regulators cracking down on 
permanent roaming (e.g. USA, Brazil, India, China, Turkey) to protect the national carrier and, 
secondly, individual operators disabling other operators from roaming onto their network  
due to a lack of profitability on their roaming agreements. Both situations are difficult to 
predict or control.

Operators often attempt to circumvent these restrictions by agreeing that a percentage  
of their devices can roam onto the localisation MNO by territory. However, these  
agreements do not come with a guarantee and there is, of course, a risk that quotas could  
be exceeded, and long-term service provision could be put at risk, particularly for projects 
with high data requirements.

With our wide choice of localisation and roaming options, as well as the ability to switch 
between the two if changes occur, Eseye helps to insulate customers from these risks. 
Eseye help customers to deliver on future investment and connectivity protection by crucially 
allowing users the ability to define rules-based switching criteria between any available MNO  
– which could be a game-changer for many future IoT projects. 

Legal 
requirements

Data 
sovereignty

Reduced  
latency

Reduced  
reliance on 
roaming

Increasingly we see 
legislation limiting the 
duration of roaming 
connections in a country, 
and more countries will 
probably add restrictions. 
Our technology has been 
designed to allow our 
customers to meet these 
requirements.

We have agreements 
with data centres in local 
regions which permit us 
to use local profiles and 
meet local regulatory 
requirements.  

Connection through 
Eseye’s local instance 
of the APN reduces 
the latency of 
communications.

Once localised, the 
connection is not 
dependent on the global 
roaming infrastructure. 
This reduces potential 
points of failure.
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AnyNet Cloud

Eseye provides a comprehensive, private and secure network connection into private or 
public cloud platforms, including AWS, Azure and Google.  

As a Strategic Technology Partner to AWS, Eseye works with AWS to deliver unique cellular 
connectivity based secure Zero Touch Provisioning integration. The solution is delivered 
using software on Eseye’s unique SIM card and software integration with AWS Marketplace 
and IoT Core.  

This solution allows AWS IoT customers to have automated device provisioning  
including the delivery of Amazon Security certificates and identity information,  
device profile and connectivity profile delivered over-the-air (OTA) after a device has  
been deployed.  Combining this with our global connectivity platform it enables the 
customer to manufacture a single SKU globally and avoid providing security information  
to 3rd party manufacturers.

MOBILE  
NETWORK

DEVICE OR 
‘THING’ APN INTERNET AWS IOT CORE

S E C U R I T Y  +  I D E N T I T Y

ESEYE
 BILLING

CONNECTION METRICS: USAGE /  LOCATION  etc. 

APPLICATION 
DATA PATH 
(MQTTS)

O T A

AWS IOT DEVICE DEFENDER

AWS IOT DEVICE MANAGER

YOUR AWS  
ACCOUNT

THING SHADOW

AWS IOT ANALYTICS

3G / LTESIM + MODEM + 
APPLICATION  

MICROPROCESOR

M
O

D
EM

APPLICATION

–
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The purpose of the AnyNet for AWS service from Eseye is to simplify the IoT value chain from 
device to application by integrating Eseye’s connectivity offering into AWS IoT Core, so that 
customers can manage their global IoT connectivity directly from within the AWS console. It 
also allows data to be ingested with zero-touch into AWS to enable IoT device management 
and analytics.

The main customer requirements for the Eseye and AWS IoT integration are as follows:

• Global device and SIM lifecycle management from within AWS
• Automated security certification pushes to the device
• AWS Device Defender enabled
• Single bill and support mechanism for all global IoT connectivity 

 

The AnyNet Cellular Connectivity for AWS IoT integration is available via AWS Marketplace. 
This enables customers to simply install the Eseye software into their AWS account to take 
advantage of the unique features enabled by Eseye’s secure and scalable global connectivity 
solution.

For more information about Eseye’s integration with  
AWS IoT please visit here.

http://eseye.co.uk/aws/
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AnyNet Active Management

In today’s digitally connected world, Enterprise-level organisations increasingly need to ensure 
their IoT connectivity service is delivering near 100% uptime.  

In response to this, Eseye offers the AnyNet Active Management service, which provides a fully 
managed multi-network IoT connectivity service with a dedicated Service Delivery Manager 
(SDM) and Premium or additional optional levels of technical support.  

The Eseye Active Management service combines pre-sales and technical consultancy, project 
management and service delivery and proactive device management capabilities to ensure 
any IoT project is thoroughly planned and successfully deployed in the field.  

Our extensive experience within the global challenging and growing IoT cellular connectivity 
market have proven that understanding and defining optimal network and device 
configuration settings early on in  project deployment, as well as at key points 
during onward deployment, enhance the probability of project 
success through higher device connectivity. Furthermore, 
those experiences help us identify issues and risks 
associated with device connectivity in the field 
before they occur, resulting in accelerated 
project delivery, a higher probability 
of project success and a greater 
commercial return.

–
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In Summary

Eseye has many years of expertise in designing IoT devices, having produced a range of 
specialist IoT routers that are deployed and operated on a global scale. Additionally, we 
have worked with our customers to design over 200 devices types and provide rapid device 
prototyping services.

Combining this deep device knowledge with an advanced connectivity solution provides 
Eseye with a distinct competitive advantage in our approach to Global IoT that delivers 
customers with greater than 99% availability.

Eseye provides a mobile carrier-agnostic platform with an abstracted IoT device and 
connectivity management platform, supported by a fully managed IoT service.   
This simplifies IoT deployments, allowing customers greater flexibility and agility to  
manage and scale IoT projects successfully.  
 
 

 

–
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The Eseye AnyNet solution delivers the following:

• A single global SIM, single product SKU for optimised production and
deployment timescales

• A single, agnostic and flexible management platform for connectivity management
across a global device estate that can deliver >99% connectivity globally

• Future-proofed connectivity with flexible network options to avoid any operator lock-in
• Secure, zero-touch provisioning and automatic data ingestion into cloud services
• A single support contract and a single global bill to reduce administration complexity
• Proactive device monitoring and management
• Reduced Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) and improved ROI

If you would like to find out more about the Eseye AnyNet 

solution, please get in touch with one of our experts 

who would be happy to discuss your interest.

Hardware and 
device design 
expertise so 
you start on 
the right track

Proactive
device and
network
management
keeps you
connected

Access to over
700 global
networks and
localization
partners with
a single global
price

Single point
of global
support, 
billing
and device
management

Secure and
real-time data
ingestion into
Cloud

Ubiquitous
global
connectivity
delivery >99%
availability
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